Muong AIR

Open call for Muong Artist in Residence programme, an interdisciplinary place in NW Viet Nam where artists and public can experience the work of local, Vietnamese and international artists working in the areas of traditional as well as contemporary based performing arts, visual arts, included new media and performance arts.

Muong AIR area and facilitations are designed suitably to its original village environment and provides possibilities to develop art works in outdoor landscapes. Muong AIR also offers a vision of contemporary art in which the natural landscape and social environment, including the historical background are determinants in the creation of the works.

Muong AIR Program provides facilities and opportunities for the professional development of artists from the fields of Visual Arts, Performance Arts, and Literature. Painters, sculptors, multimedia artists, performance artists, writers, musicians are invited to apply for the residency. The artist residence program is also available for a variety of events: workshops, exhibitions and cultural / small group tours.

Disciplines: Visual Art, Performing Arts, New Media, Ceramics, Handicraft, Architecture, Literature, Art Researcher, Curatorial, and Administrative

Location: Located in the heart of the ancient Muong Land in Hoa Binh province, about 80 km North West of Hanoi, Vietnam.

Deadline: 1 May 2015

Duration: 15 April 2015 – 15 April 2016

Costs / Support: Muong AIR is Artist-in-Residency program of Muong Studio, an art centre in the North West of Vietnam. We are non-profit organization without institutional support, and cannot provide financial funding, so the artist or sponsors in their countries of origin should pay the fee. We encouraged selected and enthusiastic artists to apply for grants or sponsors in their origin countries.

Minimum 23 USD per day (including accommodation, meal and studio).
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